Abstract-This paper presents a low-cost analog test system with diagnosis capabilities. The tester is able to detect faults in any linear circuit by learning a reference circuit behavior in a first step, and comparing this behavior against the output of the circuit under test in a second step. For a faulty circuit, a third step takes place to locate the fault. The diagnosis method consists on injecting probable faults in a mathematical model of the circuit, and later comparing its output with the output of the real faulty circuit. This system has been successfully applied to a case study, a biquad filter. Soft, large, and hard deviations on components, as well as faults in operational amplifiers, were considered. Experimental results have proven the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed test and diagnosis system.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE market for analog and mixed-signal circuits continues to grow very fast. Although many challenges still exist regarding design aspects, testing these devices has proven to be a major bottleneck in electronics production. The main problems to test an analog device come from poor observability and controllability of nodes, from the inherent complexity of these circuits and from the lack of a common design feature that could be used in a generic test method. Different searching processes exist today that aim at identifying those test stimuli that can minimize testing time, maximize fault coverage, or both. For example, sensitivity analysis is used in [1] in order to find the input frequencies that maximize the error output for every kind of fault in a component (soft, large,and hard faults). If diagnosis is not a concern, the individual frequency subsets can be merged together, in such a way that a smaller set of test stimuli is obtained. [2] also applies sensitivity analysis to analog circuits, but generates a minimal subset of input-parameter pairs that simultaneously maximizes fault detection and fault diagnosis. Other existing test generation techniques are ad-hoc methods, thus devoted to specific circuit classes (see, for example, [3] ).
Besides testing, fault diagnosis becomes especially important for prototype debugging, and is also useful during the circuit lifetime, whenever repair is possible. Nevertheless, the analog diagnosis problem can be very hard to solve, since many faults may produce an identical behavior at the circuit outputs. In terms of analog diagnosis, existing tools follow two basic approaches [4] : Simulation Before Test (SBT) and Simulation After Test (SAT). In the SBT method, the design is analyzed before testing, and the output of a faulty circuit is stored in a fault dictionary. Thus, if a fault is detected, it can be located by matching the actual result against the dictionary. For instance, [5] proposes a tool based on the SBT method. In the SAT approach, on the other hand, a mathematical analysis is only performed after a fault is detected. Conventional SAT approaches make this mathematical analysis based on diagnosis equations [4] . Within this context, this work faces the problem of efficiently testing and diagnosing faults in analog circuits. Its main goal is to achieve high fault coverages and low test application times, while keeping the cost of automatic test equipments affordable. In this paper, a complete test and diagnosis system for linear analog circuits is presented, that is based on adaptive algorithms.
II. ADAPTIVE TESTER
In the proposed approach, the output of the circuit under test (CUT) is observed and compared to the expected output. Although the CUT is analog, the comparison is developed in the digital domain by means of an adaptive filter [6] - [8] (Fig. 1) . The filter duplicates the behavior of the analog circuit during a learning phase [ Fig. 1(a) ], creating a circuit model. This model may also be constructed based on the design, using filter coefficients generated by any mathematical tool (Matlab, Mathcad, etc). The comparison is made during the testing phase [ Fig. 1(b) ], where the filter is used as the reference circuit and the error signal is measured. This error signal increases if the two systems are different. A threshold can be defined for an acceptable mismatch [9] . Note that in the first step (learning phase), the filter is trained with white noise. Since this kind of stimulus comprises all frequencies in a range, a specific set of frequencies is not necessary during testing time. It is worth mentioning that not only component faults, but also faults in operational amplifiers (opamps) can be checked. Any deviation from the opamp ideal function will be recorded as another pole-zero signature in the or domains. Any fault present in the operational amplifier will change this analog signature and, as a consequence, will be detected [9] .
III. ADAPTIVE DIAGNOSIS
The diagnosis procedure in use, shown in Fig. 2 , belongs to the class of SAT (simulation after test) methods for analog circuits. As denoted in Fig. 3 , after a fault is detected, a third step is added to the adaptive tester, aiming at the identification of the faulty component (adaptive training). The basic diagnosis mechanism [ Fig. 2(a) ] consists on injecting faults into a reference circuit (fault-free mathematical model) and on comparing its output against the output of the faulty CUT. When a match is found, then a component which may have caused the failure is identified. The tester proposed in this paper implements this mechanism also in the digital domain, where fault injection can be easily achieved in a fast and economical way.
The mathematical model is a Z-transform, obtained automatically from the circuit transfer function [10] . The Z-transform brings the analog circuit to the digital domain, where fault injection can be easily accomplished. For example, changing the nominal value of a capacitor by 10% can be achieved by simply modifying the coefficients of the digital filter in Fig. 1 . The idea is then to inject faults in the Z-transform domain and evaluate the difference to the behavior of the circuit under test [ Fig. 2(a) ].
When the fault injected into the mathematical model is the same fault that affects the real circuit, then the two circuits will present a very close behavior. Therefore, when the error output in Fig. 2(a) is minimal, a possible fault location is identified, since the algorithm is tracking the components into which faults are injected.
It was noticed, however, that there is an intrinsic difference between the real circuit and its mathematical model. This difference varies according to the fault, and it exists even for a fault-free circuit and the ideal model. One of the reasons for this disagreement is that the physical circuit uses non-ideal components, like resistors with 5% tolerance and capacitors with 10% tolerance, for example. Moreover, the A/D converter used to bring information from the analog to the digital world also introduces some phase distortion. Because of this, a new step is necessary before the diagnosis phase takes place. It consists on learning the difference between the real and the ideal circuits by using another adaptive filter, [ Fig. 2(b) ].
At first, a learning procedure must be performed for the fault-free circuit, in order to generate the modeling error. This is the error component associated to the differences between the fault-free circuit model and the real world implementation. This error is obtained in a scheme like Fig. 1(b) where the CUT is a fault-free real circuit implementation. When comparing the faulty circuit with its model a first phase error output comes out [ Fig. 2(a) ]. This signal embodies both the modeling error and the difference between the faulty circuit and the mathematical model into which the fault was injected (diagnosis error). Then, in order to have only the information about the injected fault, modeling error must be subtracted from this first result in the real procedure [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Now, when the mathematical model has the same fault as the faulty CUT, diagnosis error is very close to zero, making the first phase error output very close to modeling error. This way, when error output value is minimal in Fig. 2(b) , the fault is located. Fig. 3 shows the complete test and diagnosis system.
IV. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to illustrate the versatility of the proposed methodology, several fault detection and fault diagnosis experiments were carried out using a biquad. The biquad filter is shown in Fig. 4 , and was built using discrete components.
In the adaptive tester, a PC embedding a DSP board with an analog interface (16 bits resolution, with reconstruction filters) has been used as the test signal generator, and a TMSC25 board with an A/D converter (14 bits) was the front-end testing system. A sampling frequency of 8 KHz per channel and a 48 taps Least Mean Square adaptive filter were used for this specific example. The C25 board samples the input and the output of the circuit. Since the analog interface has a multiplexed A/D converter, data is not sampled simultaneously. The output signal is generated from the C25 board using an 8-bit D/A converter. Note that all calculations used fixed-point arithmetic (16 bits).
A. Fault Detection
In the case of the biquad, the proposed test methodology has proven very efficient, since even small component deviations could be detected. One should also mention that the test is inherently simple and fast: there is neither the need to predetermine a set of input frequencies, nor to check more than one test parameter, like gain, phase of intermediate nodes. Fig. 5 shows the response of the system to a soft deviation (10%) of C2. In this case, the tester was trained using white noise, and the CUT tested with a sine wave test stimulus with arbitrarily values for frequency and amplitude. This example shows that any input frequency is able to detect faults, although the sensitivity of the error output can be smaller for some of them. Fig. 6 presents the response of the tester to a large fault (50% deviation) in C2. In this example, the testing signal is a voice signal, just to show the versatility of the method. Although some different input stimuli can be used during testing time, for test purposes the best input signal is white noise. The presence of all frequencies in this signal garantees the detection of a larger set of faults when compared to a pure sine wave single-frequency input. 
B. Fault Diagnosis
In the diagnosis experiments, the faulty CUT of Fig. 2(a) was in fact replaced by the practical results obtained from the adaptive testing of the real circuit. Table I summarizes the results obtained from MATLAB implementation of the algorithm, considering data extracted from the biquad filter. This table shows the diagnosis success ratio, that is, the percentage of fault experiments for which the diagnosis procedure has correctly found the faulty component. Forty-two different faults, among soft, large and hard deviations, were considered: 1%, 5%, 10%, and 50% component deviations, and all those component shorts and opens that did not saturate the CUT. Catastrophic faults leading to saturation make diagnosis impossible using the procedure described in the previous session. It is important to notice that the test engineer should define what is the accepted tolerance at the error output, since some circuits may have differences of a few percent between them and still be considered to be working correctly.
The results in Table I can be analysed as follows: similarly to previous approaches based on neural networks [11] , [12] , a very high success ratio was obtained for large component deviations. Unlike [11] , the success ratios for soft and hard fault diagnosis have drastically dropped. This is mainly due to the fact that we are measuring a single test parameter, the output voltage. In [11] , four different test parameters are considered, thus a straight comparison would be unfair.
Additionally, the biquad transfer function was modified to make it possible to change the gain of the operational amplifiers. This way, faults that affect this parameter could be injected into the circuit model. Three large gain deviations were injected into the second operational amplifier of the CUT. Gains of 50, 100, and 1000 were considered, instead of an infinity gain (ideal case). All of them were successfully detected and located by the test and diagnosis system. This is another important contribution of this work, since operational amplifiers, although hard to test, are in general considered as black-boxes in existing test systems.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented a low cost and efficient analog tester. This tester is based on a DSP board and on software tools used to detect faults and locate faulty components. The testing method is very robust, ensuring the detection of faults that range from minor component variations to large circuit changes caused by shorts or opens. The test methodology can be applied to any linear analog circuit that can be described by a transfer function in the or in the -plane.
This work has also presented an alternative diagnosis method for analog circuit testing. The method is based on adaptive testing and on fault injection into a mathematical model of the CUT. Its ability of classifying component faults is comparable to existing methods based on neural networks. Its main advantages are the extremely low time required for learning and diagnosing, and the location of faults even in operational amplifiers. Fig. 7 . Prototype of the test system.
A prototype was implemented and is shown in Fig. 7 . The first results are very promising, although diagnosis of hard faults needs further investigation. Additionally, experimental results performed using a tester prototype have demonstrated that a low cost and time-efficient implementation can be achieved for both the fault detection and the fault diagnosis procedures.
